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NOTE SHEET

Date: 06. 11.2017
Discussed

Suo Motu cogniza.nce was taken by the commission on
the basis of a report published in Eaisamay dated 266 May,
2ot7 under the caption '{<SI <{ qr,R "[E Ifu 1fu. m.
commission had the matter probed into by its Investigation
wing and thereafter a report from the commissioner of police

was called for which has since been received. The material part
of the report dated 27.O2.17 reads as follows:

"There is no question of any gender discrimination as
regards supplying of protective gears. At time, the lady police
personnel themselves do not feel comfortable wearing the
customar5r gears and they are given the choice of not sporting
them. some, however, do wear the gears as and when required."

The matter has been considered in the Full Bench of the
commission. considering that the lady police officer including
the constables are themserves unwilling to use the protectiye
gears provided to them. There is no question of human rights
violation. The matter is thus disposed of.

Ld. Registrar, wBHRC is directed to upload the ordgr,il
the website' 

' $.sg'
(Justice Girish ChanH Gupta)

Chairperson
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